Your Journey to SAP S/4HANA®: Why You Should Use SAP® Signavio® Process Insights

The efficiency of your process landscape plays a huge part in your implementation of SAP S/4HANA®. Learn how the SAP® Signavio® Process Insights solution helps you optimize your performance by getting instant insights into the core business processes of your SAP ERP application.

Many business leaders who want to implement SAP S/4HANA find it hard to get all relevant information in a timely and efficient manner. They often rely on:

- subjective, qualitative, and manual methods.

SAP Signavio Process Insights is a process analytics solution that helps you rapidly discover areas for improvement and automation within your business processes, then automatically provides recommended actions to implement the necessary changes.

### The risks

- Poor process reengineering
- Misallocation of valuable company resources
- Falling short of company goals
- Missed improvement potential

### SAP Signavio Process Insights

- Helps you get on a fast track for effective understanding of your process performance
- Helps you build the case and start your transformation journey to SAP S/4HANA
- Helps you foster a solid collaboration between business and IT
- Is a core element of SAP Signavio Process Transformation Suite and helps you run a process excellence initiative

SAP Signavio Process Insights includes capabilities that help you:

- Use automated, advanced process data extraction and continuous updates for a clearer understanding of your end-to-end business processes.
- Drill down into your processes to find out where your issues really lie by using root-cause analysis.
- Leverage data-driven process improvement recommendations, focusing on corrective actions and relevant SAP applications.
- Foster collaboration between your decision-makers, business professionals, and IT experts through our intuitive, user-friendly application.

For more information, visit us online.
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